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Given two extended-real-valued convex functions g; h: X ! N, with h 2 0X;
we express the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate maxg;−h in terms of g and h
and derive new duality results in reverse convex optimization. © 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The Legendre–Fenchel conjugacy operation is a key tool to express vari-
ational principles in optimization and calculus of variations. More precisely,
the main interest of this operation lies in convex duality theory for deriv-
ing dual problems. Furthermore, calculating f  may be meaningful even for
a nonconvex function f . For instance, the Pshenichnyi–Hiriart-Urruty for-
mula on the conjugate of the difference of functions [4, 10] sheds a new
light on Toland–Singer duality results [12, 14, 15]. In this paper we are
concerned with the conjugate of the max of a convex function and a con-
cave function. The formula we obtain in Theorem 2.1 is versatile enough to
provide new duality results for the minimization of a convex function over
the complement of a closed convex subset (Corollaries 3.1, 3.2, 3.4) and to
recover the conjugate of the difference of two functions.
2. THE CONJUGATE OF THE MAX OF A CONVEX FUNCTION
AND A CONCAVE FUNCTION
An appropriate mathematical setting for dealing with this issue (see, e.g.,
[6, 11]) is that of a pair X;Y  of locally convex topological real linear
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spaces paired in separating duality by a bilinear form we denote by  ; . So
X and Y are supplied with topologies compatible with this duality, and each
one can be identified with the space of continuous linear functionals on the
other. Given f : X ! N D −1;C1, the Legendre–Fenchel conjugate
f : Y ! N is defined as f y D supx2Xx; y − f x for any y 2 Y .
We recall that f coincides with its biconjugate f  D f  whenever f is
convex, lower-semicontinuous, and proper (proper means that f does not
take the value −1 and it is not identically equal to C1). The class of such
functions is usually denoted by 00X. The functions identically equal to
−1 (resp. C1) coincide as well with their biconjugate. In fact the set of
such functions is nothing but 0X D 00X [ C1 [ −1. We denote
by dom g the set where a given function g: X ! N does not take the value
C1, by epi g xD x; r 2 X  : gx  r the epigraph of g (recall that
g is convex iff epi g is convex), by S (resp. S) the indicator (resp. valley)
function of a subset S  X: Sx D 0 if x 2 S (resp. Sx D −1 if
x 2 S; Sx D Sx D C1 if x 2 XnS, by bS D dom S the barrier
cone of S, that is, the domain of the support function S of S; we adopt
the convention
0g D dom g: 1
In fact, (1) amounts to adopting that
0 C1 D C1; 0 −1 D 0: 2
Of course for r 2 , r 6D 0, we set rC1 D C1 and r−1 D −1
whenever r > 0; rC1 D −1 and r−1 D C1 whenever r < 0. We
denote by 3 the line segment defined by (unit-simplex in 2)
3 D ; 2   :   0;   0; C  D 1:
Given two extended-real number a, b 2 N we set a_ b D maxa; b, a^ b D
mina; b. Recall that  N;_ is a complete distributive lattice. In particular,
we shall use the following important relation
sup
i2I
ai ^ a D

sup
i2I
ai

^ a 3
which is valid for any family of extended-real numbers a; aii2I , with the
convention supZ D −1.
The addition and the subtraction of real numbers is extended to N by
setting
C1 C −1 D −1 C C1 D C1 − C1
D −1 − −1 D C1; (4)
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the sense of these operations in the other cases being obvious. We re-
fer to [9] for the calculus rules related to this operation, in particular for
the relation inf i2Ia C ai D a C inf i2I ai which is valid for any family of
extended-real numbers a; aii2I , with the convention infZ D C1.
Taking (2) and (4) into account one has
a ^−b D min
;23
a− b 8a; b 2  NnC1  N: 5
The elementary properties
−a _ b D −a ^ −b; −a ^ b D −a _ −b 8a; b 2 N
r C a ^ b D r C a ^ r C b; r C a _ b D r C a _ r C b
8r 2 ; 8a; b 2 N
are also systematically used in the paper.
We now give the main result of this section. It should be noticed that the
functions can take the values C1 and −1: this point is very important for
the applications we have in mind (see Corollaries 2.3 and 3.1).
Theorem 2.1. Let g; h: X ! N be two extended-real-valued functions
with h 2 0X, and let k D g _ −h; then
8Ny 2 Y; k Ny  sup
y2domh
inf
;23
(−hy C g Ny C yy 6
equality holds whenever g is convex with, moreover, min;23 instead of
inf;23 :
Proof. Let us first examine the case when h is improper. We begin with
h D −1. In such a case h D C1 and k D −1 so that, with the usual
convention supZ D −1, both members of (6) are −1. Assume now that
h D C1; thus k D g and h D −1; for any  > 0 and any y 2 Y we
then have −hy D −−1 D C1; due to (2) and (4) it follows that
inf;23−hy C g Ny C y D g Ny for any y 2 Y D domh and
we are done.
In the sequel of the proof we can assume h 2 00X. If dom g is empty
the result is trivial: both members of (6) being −1; so we assume that
dom g 6D Z. For any Ny 2 Y one has
k Ny D sup
x2X
(x; Ny − gx _ −hx D sup
x2dom g
(x; Ny C hx ^ −gx:
Now, as h 2 00X,
hx ^ −gx D

sup
y2domh
(x; y − hy ^−gx:
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Hence, by (3),
hx ^ −gx D sup
y2domh
((x; y − hy ^−gx
so that
k Ny D sup
x2dom g
sup
y2domh
(x; y C Ny − hy ^ (x; Ny − gx:
Exchanging the two suprema above and applying (5), we obtain
k Ny D sup
y2domh
sup
x2dom g
inf
;23
(

(x; y C Ny − hy− (gx − x; Ny:
Thus,
k Ny  sup
y2domh
inf
;23
sup
x2dom g
(

(x; y C Ny − hy− (gx − x; Ny;
that is
k Ny  sup
y2domh
inf
;23
(−hy C g Ny C y: 7
Assume now that g is convex with dom g nonempty, and h 2 00X; for
each y 2 domh (hence hy 2 , we can, according to Moreau inf-sup
theorem [8, Corollary], exchange (even if g takes the value −1) the sup
and the min in the expression
sup
x2dom g
min
;23
(

(x; y C Ny − hy− (gx − x; Nyy
thus, the inequality in (7) can be replaced by an equality with min;23
instead of inf;23, and the proof is complete.
Remark 1. Even if g and h are convex, the inequality (6) may be
false if h =2 0X. Take for example X D , gx D −1 if x  0,
gx D C1 if x > 0, hx D 0 if x < 0, hx D C1 if x  0.
Thus k0 D 1 while supy2domh inf;23 −hy C gy D
supy0 inf;23gy D inf;23  D 0.
Remark 2. If g is nonconvex, the equality in Theorem 2.1 may be false
for h 2 0X. Take again X D , gx D 0 if x  −1, gx D 1 if x >
−1, hx D x for all x 2 . Then k0 D −1 while supy2domh inf;23
−hy C gy D inf;23 g0 D inf;23  D 0.
Taking Ny D 0 in (6) we obtain a duality formula on the infimum of the
max of a convex function and a concave function over the whole space.
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Corollary 2.2. Let g, h: X ! N be two extended-real-valued convex
functions with h 2 0X; then
inf
x2X
(
gx _ −hx D inf
y2domh
max
;23
(
hy − gy: 8
Proof. If dom g D Z both members of (8) are C1. In the sequel we
can assume that dom g 6D Z, hence gy is never −1. By Theorem
2.1 one has infx2X gx _ −hx D −k0 D − supy2domh min;23
−hy C gy D infy2domh max;23−−hy C gy.
Now −hy and gy are never −1 so that the last expression can
also be written infy2domh max;23hy − gy:
Corollary 2.2 admits a particular form when g takes the value −1 or,
more generally, when g does not have any continuous affine minorant, that
is to say g D −1 (or g D C1.
Corollary 2.3. Let g, h: X ! N be two extended-real-valued convex
functions such that h 2 0X and either g does not have any continuous
affine minorant or dom g D Z. Then
sup
x2X
(
hx ^ −gx D sup
x2dom g
hx: 9
Proof. If dom g D Z both members of (9) are −1. Assume now that
dom g 6D Z. For any  > 0 one has g D C1 and, for  D 0, g D
dom g. So, by (8), infx2Xgx _ −hx D infy2domhhy − dom gy.
On the other hand, dom g D C1 for any  > 0 while 0dom g D
dom g. By Corollary 2.2 we then have infx2dom g−hx D infx2Xdom gx _
−hx D infy2domhhy − dom gy and we are done.
Let us conclude this section by showing how Theorem 2.1 can be used to
recover the conjugate of the difference of two functions [4, Theorem 2.2].
Corollary 2.4. Let g, h: X ! N be two extended-real-valued functions
with h 2 0X; then
8Ny 2 Y; g − h Ny D sup
y2Y
−(hy − g Ny C y: 10
Proof. If dom g D Z then both members of (10) are −1. If dom
h D Z and dom g 6D Z both members of (10) are C1. So in the sequel
we assume dom g 6D Z, that is epi g 6D Z, and domh 6D Z. Let us in-
troduce the extended-real-valued functions G and H defined on X  
as follows: G D epi g, Hx; r D hx − r for any x; r 2 X  , hence
H 2 0X  ; observe that, for any Ny 2 Y , G _ −H Ny; 0 is just
g − h Ny; now, for any y; s 2 Y  , Hy; s D hy C −1s,
and Gy; s D C1 if  > 0, G D epi g if  D 0. Thus,
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applying Theorem 2.1, one gets (since dom H D dom h  −1
g − h  Ny  supy2domh inf;23−hy C G Ny C y;− D
supy2domh−hy C epi g Ny C y;−1 D supy2domh−hy C g Ny C y D
supy2Y −hy − g Ny C y (see [2, p. 3] for the expression of epi g. As
observed in [4, Proposition 2.1] (in the case when the functions g and h are
proper) the opposite inequality always holds: by the Fenchel inequality one
has g− h Ny C gx − x; y C Ny  −x; y C hx for any x 2 X, y 2 Y ;
taking the infimum over x 2 X one obtains g − h Ny − gy C Ny 
−hy, hence g − h Ny  −hy − gy C Ny; taking the supremum
over y 2 Y we are done.
Remark 3. Contrary to the formula in Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.3 is
valid if g is not convex (see Remark 2).
3. APPLICATIONS TO REVERSE CONVEX OPTIMIZATION
Reverse convex optimization problems arise frequently in mathematical
economics (see for instance [5. Chap. I, Sect. 3]). There exist several ap-
proaches to obtain duality results for such problems [1, 3, 5, 7, 13]. Taking
for h the indicator function of a closed convex set we obtain a new for-
mula for the minimization of a convex function on the complement of a
closed convex set (Corollary 3.4) which is different from the recent results
by B. Lemaire in this field [7].
Corollary 3.1. Let S be a closed convex subset of X, and let g: X ! N
be an extended-real-valued convex function. For any real number r such that
r _ infx2S gx  infx2XnS gx one has
inf
x2XnS
gx D inf
y2bS
max
;23
(
Sy C r − gy

; 11
where bS is the barrier cone of S.
Proof. Taking h D S − r in (8) we get
inf
x2X
gx _ −Sx C r D inf
y2domS−r
max
;23
(
S − ry−gy

D inf
y2bS
max
;23
(
SyC r−gy

:
On the other hand,
inf
x2X
(
gx _ −Sx C r
 D  inf
x2S
gx _ r

^ inf
x2XnS
gx
D

r _ inf
x2S
gx

^ inf
x2XnS
gx D inf
x2XnS
gx:
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Minimizing a convex function g such that dom g is empty over the com-
plement of a convex set leads to the following result.
Corollary 3.2. Let S be a closed convex subset of X, and let g: X ! N
be a convex function without affine continuous minorant. Assume that dom g
meets XnS; then
inf
x2XnS
gx D −1:
Proof. Let r 2 be such that r  infx2XnS gx. By (11), infx2XnS gx D
infy2bSSy − dom gy C r. The above expression is independant of
r  infx2XnS gx, thus, as infx2XnS gx < C1, the only possibility is
infy2bSSy − dom gy D −1 and we are done.
Now we consider the case where X;   is a normed space, with dual
norm  : for any y in the topological dual Y of X, y D supx1x; y:
The corollary below will be useful.
Corollary 3.3. Let h 2 0X be such that h0  0. Then,
inf
x2X
(x _ (−hx D inf
y2domh
hy
1C y
: 12
Proof. Let us apply Corollary 2.2 by taking g D ; then the conjugate
of g coincides with the indicator function of the closed unit ball B centered
at the origin of the dual space Y : g D B . From (8) we then have
inf
x2X
(x _ (−hx
D inf
y2domh
sup
;23
(
hy − By

D inf
y2domh
sup
(
hy: 0    1 and y  1− 

D inf
y2domh
sup

hy: 0    1
1C y

:
As h0  0, h takes only nonnegative values so that the last expression is
equal to infy2domhhy=1C y:
We are now in a position to give a new formula for the distance to the
complement of a convex set (for other results in this field see, e.g., [1, 3, 7]).
Corollary 3.4. Let X;   be a normed space with dual norm  ,
let S be a closed convex subset of X, and let a 2 S. For any real number
r  da;XnS xD infx2XnS x− a one has
da;XnS D inf
y2bS
Sy − a; y C r
1C y
: 13
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Proof. Observe that da;XnS D infu2Xu _ −S−au C r and ap-
ply Corollary 3.3 with h D S−a − r: in fact, h0 D −r  0; and hy D
Sy − a; y C r for all y 2 Y , so that (12) gives the result.
The above Corollary 3.4 enables one to recover a known result.
Corollary 3.5 [3, Theorem 2.1] Let X, S, a be as in Corollary 3.4.
Then
da;XnS D inf
vD1
(
Sv − a; v

: 14
Proof. If S D X both members of (14) are C1. Assume that S 6D X
and let r be a real number such that r  da;XnS; by (13) one easily has
da;XnS D inf
t0
inf
vD1
(
t
(
Sv − a; v
C r=1C t:
Notice that, for any t  0,
inf
vD1
(
t
(
Sv − a; v
C r1C t
D t

inf
vD1
(
Sv − a; v C r
1C t:
Now, from Hahn–Banach Theorem, for each x 2 XnS there exists Nv 2 X,
Nv D 1 such that SNv < x; Nv; thus x − a  x − a; Nv > inf vD1Sv − a; v and, taking the infimum over x 2 XnS, da;XnS 
infvD1 Sv − a; v. It follows that the function t  0 7−! tinfvD1Sv − a; v C r=1 C t is nonincreasing and that the infimum of the
above function over t  0 is infvD1 Sv − a; v which completes the
proof.
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